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Abstract 
This paper presents an applicative method for evaluating the global axis deformation of a sweep object caused by the 
manufacturing process with respect to its ideal CAD model. Object and CAD shapes are given in form of point clouds, the former 
derived from a laser-scanning measurement, the latter from sampling the original surface by a dense and uniform point grid. 
After an initial rigid registration, approximated centroidal axes of both shapes are extracted, compared and processed in order to 
evaluate macroscopical translation errors occurring in any scanned object's section. 
This method has been applied and tested to the analysis of a helical Darrieus blade prototype, parametrically designed and 
modelled with McNeel Rhinoceros and Grasshopper software, manufactured with a three-axes CNC machine and reinforced by a 
carbon fibre composite laminate. The point cloud obtained from the subsequent laser scanning has been processed and compared 
to the original NURBS model in order to build the global contour map of the mutual difference. The application of this procedure 
is able to check the conformity of the manufactured airfoil to the theoretical one and, therefore, to establish the efficiency of the 
final prototype of the blade turbine. 
© 2015 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
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1. Introduction 
The evaluation of shape errors of a product with respect to its CAD model occupies a crucial role in industrial 
manufacturing. Indeed, it serves the assessment of both the single product's quality and the manufacturing process in 
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connection with the purposes of a particular design strategy. Given two shapes to compare, the goal of any 
evaluation method is to find a deformation that transforms a shape into the reference one by determining a set of 
correspondences (registration). Many approaches to shape comparison have been adopted. The authors of [1] 
propose a non-rigid registration method for analysing deformations caused by springback, which involves a 
calculation of a deformation function after having established a set of isometric correspondences between the two 
shapes. In [2], the comparison between 3D objects is performed by matching their respective skeletal graphs 
previously encoded from geometric and topological information. The local and global evaluation methods for shape 
errors of free-form surfaces presented in [3] use, respectively, the changes of principal curvatures between the two 
shapes and the aggregate normal vectors for the characterization of portions of surfaces. Authors of [4] use a reverse 
engineering approach for a quantitative comparison between two free-form surfaces, without mathematical models. 
The method discussed in this paper performs an evaluation of the global axis deformation of a swept object 
produced by the manufacturing process with respect to its CAD model, by comparing the two centroidal axes of the 
two shapes, both given as point clouds. The shape to assess is produced by a laser-scanning measurement, while the 
reference point cloud can be derived through sampling a dense and uniform point grid from the original CAD 
surface. Different laser scanning acquisition techniques have been tested and applied by the authors of [5, 6, 7]. 
The concept behind this approximate method is to compensate large scale errors of the scanned point cloud by 
inferring the position of each point from the translation vectors of the centroidal axis' vertices that define the global 
deformation. It deals only with point coordinates and can be applied to manufacturing process that provide 
negligible bending and twist deformation errors. 
This method has been applied and tested to the analysis of a helical Darrieus blade prototype designed and 
produced by the research project "G.RE.EN. - upGraded REnewable Energy system", undertaken with the 
partnership of the Kore University of Enna. 
2. Evaluation method 
The method consists of the following steps: (1) initial rigid registration of the point cloud produced by the 
scanning process with respect to the CAD model; (2) extraction of both shapes centroidal axes by a piece-wise 
subdivision; (3) deformation of the data point cloud and compensation of macroscopic shape errors. 
2.1. Initial registration 
Two point clouds to be compared are given, one coming from laser scanning process (here referred as Data Point 
Cloud, DPC) and one extracted from CAD model (Model Point Cloud, MPC). The optimal relative positioning of 
the two shapes has been performed as the first step of the whole algorithm. 
This has been achieved in two sub-steps: 
• A rough rigid registration by matching the two bounding-box centres; 
• A fine rigid registration by the Iterative Closest Point algorithm (ICP). 
Step 1 is necessary to determine an initial estimate of the relative position that can be used as the starting point of 
step 2. 
ICP estimates the optimal rotation and translation that can be applied to the shape point cloud in order to align it 
to the model one minimizing the mutual distances. The discussion about the different approaches is beyond the 
scope of this article, but an overview and a comparison of most of them can be found in [8]. 
Here, the fine registration has been performed by using the implementation of ICP developed within the open 
source software CloudCompare setting properly the following parameters [9]: 
• error difference: the minimal registration error decrease between two iteration steps; 
• random sampling limit: the maximum number of DPC points sub-sampled at each iteration in order to increase 
computation speed; if it is set greater than the DPC size, no sub-sampling is applied. 
By applying the resulting transformation matrix to each point belonging to DPC, a registered DPC is generated in 
a position that minimizes the distances from the MPC. 
In the following paragraphs, it is assumed that the profile curves defining the cross-sections of the swept surface 
(along a freeform path curve) are parallel to xy plane. 
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2.2. Centroidal axes extraction 
The following step involves the extraction of centroidal axes of both shapes, in the form of their approximations 
by linear interpolations of centroids of block-wise subdivisions according intervals of fixed ǻz-values. 
First, a proper value of z-interval has to be set for the registered Data Point Cloud (rDPC). This is closely linked 
to the original shape point cloud quality in terms of point density and point distribution along the ideal surface. 
Therefore, for each value of a selected set of k subdivision ǻz heights, a study of point density variance can be 
conducted on the whole rDPC. The best choice will result from keeping a balance between the need for a small 
height value (in order to approximate the shape in a better way) and a small value of variance. With regard to the 
MPC axis, a smaller ǻz should be chosen in order to obtain an approximation of a greater degree than the axis of 
DPC. 
Regarding to rDPC, for each ǻz to be evaluated, which a number of subdivisions n corresponds to, the population 
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Once the final value of ǻz for both shapes is set, point subsets centroids of both rDPC and MPC, respectively {Di} 
and {Mj} (for i = 1, 2, ..n and j = 1, 2, ..., q; q > n), can be easily evaluated. Centroids {Di} and {Mj} can be 
considered vertices of two polygonal curves that approximate the centroidal axes of the two shapes. The deviation 
analysis of the data shape’s axis from the model one produces an evaluation of global deformation of the 
manufactured object (first order error). 
2.3. Data Point Cloud deformation 
In this step the registered DPC will be transformed into a new Point Cloud (named tDPC) according to a 
deformation based on Data Shape centroids' deviation from the model axis in order to compensate translation effects 
produced by the manufacturing process. 
The projections of rDPC centroids onto the polygonal model axis along vectors parallel to the xy plane (from now 
on called transformed Data Centroids, tDC) will be the reference points for this deformation. 
If Di (xi, yi, zi) is the i-th centroid of the Data Shape, Mj (xj, yj, zj) and Mj+1 (xj+1, yj+1, zj+1) centroid of the model 
shape so that zj < zi < zj+1, coordinate values of the i-th tDC, D'i (x'i, y'i, z'i) are: 
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For every vertex belonging to the rDPC polygonal axis, ǻDi (x'i–xi, y'i–yi, 0) is the translation vector from Di to 
D'i. Let {Pk}i be the i-th subset of rDPC, containing p points whose z-coordinate belongs to interval [zi, zi+1[, for 
k=1, 2, ...,p. 
With regard to the i-th subset , the translation vector ǻPk from the generic point Pk (xk, yk, zk) to its image P'k on 

























  for i=1, 2, ..., n and k=1, 2, .....,p. (3)
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The result of this process is a new point cloud, the tDPC, in which macroscopic translation errors occurring in 
horizontal sections of the original data shape have been considerably reduced. Therefore, it can be compared to the 
reference model shape (NURBS surface or mesh) in order to evaluate shape local errors. 
3. Modeling, manufacturing and scanning processes. 
The early stage of GR.E.EN. project highlighted the need to obtain various shapes quickly and easily in order to 
perform comparative tests among different configuration of Darrieus helical blades [10] after having conducted 
research on Savonius wind turbines' performances [11, 12] . 
For these purposes a generative algorithm has been developed using Grasshopper plug-in, a graphical algorithm 
editor tightly integrated with McNeel Rhinoceros NURBS surface modeling tools. Many variants of the same 
concept have been modelled according the main parameters that define the global shape based on NACA Four 
Digits series: the subsequent parametric performance analyses led to a three-blade vertical wind turbine with a 
NACA 0021 airfoil and a 60° twist angle, chord 310 mm, radius 990 mm and height 1150 mm. 
For the blade, a sandwich composite structure has been adopted. The global shape of blades has been obtained by 
machining a low density PS core that, once finished, acts as a male mould for the composite external skin. An Isel 
FlatCom M40 three axes CNC machine has been used for building the blades. As the machine's processing volume 
doesn't allow to build one blade at once, it has been necessary to decompose the whole helical shape in seven equal 
polystyrene elements that have been assembled in the following phase. 
The three blades have been reinforced by a composite laminate obtained by stacking a glass fibre with two 
carbon fibre layers impregnated with epoxy resin. Both tissues are cross ply and have been aligned with the leading 
edge. The scanning step has been conducted using a FARO EDGE ScanArm with 0.1 mm as spacing value and 
5.0mm for maximum edge length, and produced a set of 21 x 106 points that, afterwards, have been reduced to 6.9 x 
105 selected on a square grid of 1 mm approximately. 
Several attempts have been studied for the optimal subdivision of the MPC and rDPC and their accuracy 
compared by eq. (1). Initial rough subdivision tests are depicted in fig. 1a for a block dimension, Δz, for the DPC of 
50 mm. An optimal value Δz of 10 mm has been decided after four subsequent refinements. This lead to a number of 
subdivision for the rDPC n = 115 and for the MPC q = 230 (twice that of the DPC as explained in 2.2). By applying 
eq.(2), planar vectors of the tDC are evaluated. The modulus of ǻDi has been plotted versus the coordinate z to 
highlight macroscopic errors of the rDPC axis with respect to CAD prevision due to the manufacturing process (fig. 
1b). Higher values are calculated near the bottom and the top of the blade where 8.7 mm and 14.5 mm of deviation 
along the xy plane have been calculated, respectively. 
Fig. 1. (a) MPC and rDPC subdivision and centroid extraction; (b) unsigned distances of rDPC centroids from their projections onto model axis. 
Then, application of eq.(3) to points of the rDPC has led to the determination of the tDPC defined in 2.3 where 
macroscopic errors of deviation of the rDPC axis have been corrected. Now both rDPC and tDPC can be compared 
to the original CAD model through the evaluation of the distances between rDPC and tDPC points and their 
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respective closest points on CAD surface. A positive value of this distance means that the data point is outside the 
model surface, while similarly a negative one is related to a data point inside the model surface. Fig. 2 shows 
contour map of the signed distance to the MPC. 
Fig. 2. signed distances of DPC points from CAD surface, (a) front view; (b) rear view. 
Limits of the palette have been fixed equal for rDPC and tDPC. It can be observed for the rDPC that higher 
values of deviation to MPC are located at the top and at the bottom of the blade and come from the global deviation 
of the axis. Since this component of error has been subtracted in the tDPC, maps of deviation give information of a 
local deviation of the surface that can origin from local rotation or indentation. Such components of errors are 
considerably smaller than the one related to the global axis deviation but are still non-negligible, as a proof of the 
multiple source of errors (at different scales) when manufacturing a composite structure on male mould. 
Conclusions 
In this paper an original applicative method has been proposed to investigate on the difference between two point 
clouds, one coming from the original CAD model and one from the digital acquisition via a 3D laser scanning of the 
manufactured surface. This method fits with point cloud representing sweep surfaces. The surface error has been 
split into two components: a global one associated with the deviation of the sweeping axis and a local one associated 
with rotation and indentation of the surface sections. Using this method it is possible to estimate the accuracy of the 
manufacturing process used and, where needed, to establish possible actions to reduce sources of error. 
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